
Cajun Stud 

Game Description:  

Cajun Stud is a house-banked, poker-based, card game played with a standard 52-card 

deck of playing cards. The object of the Game is for the player to achieve a poker hand 

that triggers a winning event against a pay table. Cajun Stud also contains several optional 

bonus wagers, which are won if the player’s hand achieves a predetermined winning 

event posted on the corresponding pay tables.  

Equipment: 

Standard Casino Table 

Cajun Stud felt layout with payout charts printed on felt 

Standard 52 card decks 

Cut card 

Cash value gaming chips 

Game play: 

Ante and Raise Wagers 

1. To begin the game, each player must make an Ante wager. Each Player may also place 

an optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball, All 6 No bet may exceed $10 per spot. 

2. The optional All 6 Wager will be dealt every hand, four cards dealt and they are 

placed in the designated All 6-card square, each player receives two-hole cards face-down 

and the dealer receives three cards face-down and places them in the designated 

community board area. Each hand cards will be dealt to all 6 positions.  Each player will use the 3  

community cards to form their own five- 

card poker hands. 

3. After examining their two-hole cards, each player must then decide to do one of the 

following: 

a. Players may to choose to place a Raise wager. This wager must be 1x, 2x, or 3x 

their original Ante wager not exceeding $10 per spot. 

OR 
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b. Players may choose to Fold. If a player Folds, they surrender their Ante wager. 

c. If the player chooses to Fold and had previously placed an optional side wager: 

i. The player’s two cards shall be placed face down in front of the betting area 

closest to the dealer OR tucked under one of the optional side wager bets. 

These bets will be reconciled at the completion of the hand. 

4. The dealer reveals the first community card. 

5. After examining the first community card, each player must then decide to do one of the 

following: 

a. Players may to choose to place a second Raise wager. This wager must be 1x, 

2x, or 3x their original Ante wager. Not Exceeding $10 per betting spot. 

OR 

b. Players may choose to Fold. If a player Folds, they surrender their Ante and first 

Raise wager. 

c. If the player chooses to Fold and had previously placed an optional side wager: 

i. The player’s two cards shall be placed face down in front of the betting area 

closest to the dealer OR tucked under one of the optional side wager bets. 

These bets will be reconciled at the completion of the hand. 

6. The dealer reveals the second community card. 

7. After examining the second community card, each player must then decide to do one of 

the following: 

a. Players may to choose to place a third Raise wager. This wager must be 1x, 2x, 

or 3x their original Ante wager. Not Exceeding $10 per betting spot. 

OR 

b. Players may choose to Fold. If a player Folds, they surrender their Ante wager and 

both Raise wagers placed. 

c. If the player chooses to Fold and had previously placed an optional side wager: 

i. The player’s two cards shall be placed face down in front of the betting area 

closest to the dealer OR tucked under one of the optional side wager bets. 

These bets will be reconciled at the completion of the hand. 



8. The dealer reveals the third and final community card. 

9. Dealer examines each player’s hand and pays winning hands according to the pay table 

below. At this time, the dealer also evaluates all optional bonus wagers and pays 

according to the corresponding pay tables, identified in Appendices B through F. It is 

recommended to reconcile the bonus wagers in the following order: Board Bonus, Ante, 

Lo Ball, Pocket Bonus, then All Six/Progressive wagers. See payout chart for odd: 

 

5 Card hand payout table (MAX $1,000 $1-4 and $2,000 $5-$10) 

Royal flush 200 to 1        $1,000 Max   *  $2,000* $5-$10 

Straight flush 100 to 1        $1,000 Max   *             $2,000* $5-$10  

Four of a kind 40 to 1          $1,000 Max   *              $2,000* $5-$10 

Full house 10 to 1  

Flush 7 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 

Three of a kind (any) 3 to1 

Two pair (any two pair) 2 to1 

Pair of Jacks to Aces 1 to 1 

Pair of 6’s to 10’s PUSH 
*Max payout does not include optional 3 card hand. 

 

All bonus wagers are optional. 

Cajun Stud contains several optional bonus wagers. The outcome of the primary wager has no  

effect on the bonus wagers, as a player may lose the primary wager(s), but still get paid on the 

bonus wagers. The bonus wagers are as follows: 

 

Board Bonus 

A Board Bonus wager is made prior to the start of a round of play. A player wins their 

Board Bonus wager if the three-card hand formed by the three community cards consists 

of a Pair or better as posted on the accompanying pay table. 

 

 

 



 

3 Card bonus (board bonus) payout table (optional bet)  

Mini Royal 50-1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 

Three of a kind 25 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 

Flush 3 to 1 

Any pair 1 to1 

High card  Lose bet 
 

All 6 Bonus 

An All 6 Bonus wager is made prior to the start of a round of play. A player wins their All 

6 wager if their six-card hand, formed by combining the player’s two-card hand with the 

four-card All 6-community hand, forms at least a Three of a Kind. The wager is paid 

according to the All 6 Bonus pay tables: 

6 Card Bonus Bet MAX PAYOUT $1,000 per hand (Both limits $1 to $4 and $5 to $10) 

HAND PAYS 

Royal flush 1000 to 1     *MAX PAYOUT $1000 

Straight flush 200    to 1     *MAX PAYOUT $1000 

Four of a kind 50      to 1     *MAX PAYOUT $1000 

Full house 20      to 1   

Flush 15      to 1 

Straight 10      to 1 

Three of a kind 5        to 1 

 *6 card max payout separates from 3 card, and 5 card payout low ball and pocket bet. 

Lo Ball 

The player is wagering that their first two cards combined with the three community cards will 

match one of winning triggering events displayed in the pay table below: 

Lo Ball MAX PAYOUT $1,000 per hand (AN ACE IS ALWAYS HIGH IN LOW BALL) 

Seven High 100 to 1 

Eight High 50 to 1 

Nine High 15 to 1 

Ten High 5 TO 1 

Jack High 1 TO 1 

 



 

Notes: 

1. All Odds shown above are “to 1”. 

2. Only the highest qualifying hand is paid. 

3. Ace is always high. 

4. Straights and Flushes count in the evaluation of the Lo Ball wager. Specifically, if a players final 5 

card hand contains a Straight or a Flush they are NOT eligible for a Lo Ball payout. For example, 

a player possessing 2,4,5,6 and 7 of hearts, would not qualify for the Lo Ball payout as this is a 

Flush. 

Pocket Bonus 

A Pocket Bonus wager is made prior to the start of a round of play. If the player’s 

initial two-card hand forms a Pair or an “Ace plus a Face” (AK, AQ, or AJ) hand, 

the player wins their Pocket Bonus wager and is paid according to the pay table: 

Pocket Bonus     MAXPAYOUT $300 

Aces, Pocket Rockets 30 to 1 

Ace, Face Suited 20 to 1  

Ace, with Face Card 10 to 1 

Any pair 4 to1 
 

Max Payout according to table limits: 

It is important to note all the games are considered separate. The 3 Card Bonus, 5 Card Hand and 

the 6 Card Bonus are all considered separate betting hands. Max pay out per betting hand is: 

3 card (board bet)  $500 Pocket bonus      $300 

5 Card $1,000       ($1-$4) Low Ball                $1,000 

5 Card $2,000       ($5-$10)  

6 Card $1,000        $1-$10) 
 

Irregularities  

If there is an incorrect number of cards in any hand all hands are void and the cards are washed 

and reshuffled. 

The floor will always make decisions with the fairness of the game in mind. 



There are a lot of cards on this game, please go in a controlled and efficient speed and be precise 

with placement 


